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W = 0 can be obtained, the integral of which will lead to the
required integral. We may therefore write the general differential
equation in the form
If, in addition to F—Q, we have other n — 1 equations of the
form
 w.
 
where F^F^ ...... , Fn^ are functions ofp1}p2> ...... , pn (or of some
of them) and it maybe, and usually will be, of xv o?2, ...... , xn, and
where alt a2, ...... , an-1 are arbitrary constants, then from these n
equations we can obtain values of plt p^, ...... , pn as functions of
the #'s and the as.    Let these values be substituted in
cfe =p1dxl +pjtet + ......... + pndxn ;      < -
then, if they be such as to render this an exact differential, the
integral of it will be the complete integral of F = 0.    For it will
be an integral, since the values of pv p2, ...... , pn are derived from
n equations; one of which is F=Q ', and it will in its expression
involve n arbitrary constants, viz. the constants al9 a2, ...... , att-1
and the constant of integration.    Moreover the integral is of the
form
 4?
fill! I
<t>
which gives the dependent variable explicitly, and therefore
justifies the assumption made as to the form of the integral of
V = 0.
The n — 1 functions F must be such that the values of the
quantities p will render the foregoing an exact differential equa-
tion ; and the necessary conditions, which are
for all values of r and 5, will serve to determine these functions.
211,   Suppose that the n equations
are solved so as to give the values of pv p%> ...... > pn as functions
of the variables x ; these values will, when substituted, make each

